
MTH 1600

Sports Analytics

Homework #3: “Expected Value and Simpson’s Paradox”

Due date: October 1, 2018

Name:

Problem 1

In this problem we will analyze the shot selection of Dwyane Wade.

(a) Using basketball-reference.com, find Dwyane Wade’s career two-point and three-point shooting per-

centages, and use them to compute his expected value on two-point attempts and his expected value on

three-point attempts.

(b) (Type III Writing) In his career, less than 10% of Wade’s field goal attempts were three-pointers.

Based on your answer to part (a), should Wade have taken more threes in his career or has he been wise

to have attempted so few?

(c) Using basketball-reference.com, find an NBA player who in one season attempted at least 200 three

pointers and whose expected value on three-point attempts that season was less than his expected value

on two-point attempts. (You may use any NBA season.)
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Problem 2

Recall that Simpson’s Paradox is a phenomenon in which a pattern that exists for separate groups of data

is no longer valid when the data is combined.

(a) (Type I Writing) Last season in the NBA, the Cleveland Cavaliers made a higher percentage of their

2-point shot attempts than the Milwaukee Bucks did (54.0% versus 53.1%) and a higher percentage

of their 3-point shot attempts (37.2% versus 35.5%). Nevertheless, the Cavaliers had a lower overall

shooting percentage than the Bucks (47.6% versus 47.8%).

Explain how this happened. (You will need to refer to the Cavaliers’ and Bucks’ 2017–18 regular season

team totals, which can be found at basketball-reference.com).

(b) As we saw in class, even though Chris Paul had a higher free throw shooting percentage than Houston

Rockets teammate James Harden last season, removing Harden’s free throws from the Rockets’ total

free throws for the season causes the team free throw percentage to drop more than removing Paul’s

free throws.

Using basketball-reference.com, find another example of an NBA team that has two players for which

this phenomenon occurs with the team’s free throw percentage. You may use any past NBA season.

Provide the relevant data.

Bonus Problem (Type I Writing) Find an example of Simpson’s Paradox in a sport other than the NBA. Provide the

relevant data, as well as your source for the data.
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